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About This Game

Parkour is a runner game with tons of challenges. Your objective is simple - try to run as far as possible.
The levels are randomly generated. The difficulty increases as you run farther.

Lava, monsters, powerups & your quick "decision making" will change your fate.

Features :
- Randomly generated chunks

- Powerups (speed, points, invincibility, health)
- Various obstacles (lava, spikes, monsters)

- Different levels can be explored as you run farther
- Achievements & leaderboard (Google Play, Steam)
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Title: Parkour
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mubeat Studio
Publisher:
Mubeat Studio
Release Date: 1 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, or 10

Processor: 2GHz+

Memory: 128 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Shame on you developers! Shame on you! This game is garbage. It sucks in every single aspect. Its repetitive and boring after
first level. Poorly executed, not even one decent idea, terrible voice acting and wtf story (god damn how much I hated main
hero). Bugs and awful gameplay. Jezus, how the hell did you get this to Steam? I played it simply for achievements and I hated
every single minute. 3/10. its good for little kids really little. A surprise reappearance by one of the cult classics of the Super
Nintendo, Wild Guns Reloaded marks the first ever PC release of a one of a rare breed of "shooting gallery" games which
comprise only a few other titles, such as Cabal and NAM 1975. This version of the game includes two new playable characters,
Bullet and Doris, with very different gameplay to returning characters Clint and Annie, an updated soundtrack and two new
levels playable on the higher difficulties. You can opt to use the original version of the soundtrack, complete with new tracks for
the new levels composed as to sound like SNES audio.

One major issue presents itself- when playing alone, the player has infinite continues and can always restart the current level
when out of lives. But for whatever reason, this is not the case when playing in coop, making it quite difficult to experience the
full game with a friend, as even on its lowest difficulty, this version of Wild Guns is challenging on par with any SNES-era
action game.. A wonderful start to a story of determination against the odds; a young girl trying to make a better life for family
and friends against prejudice and bureaucracy. scenery is beautiful and there are quests and hidden rooms throughout the story.
there is humour in the story as well. the game allows the player to chose which game mode and the choice of visible or invisible
foes. music is appropiate to the overall story. love the swamp and the crocodiles. This first episode introduces 3 characters plus
the main one (and a special friend) and sets the path for the next editions. To get the overall feeling of the story it is best to play
the whole series. Would recommend to those who like a challenge and a good story.. Great Stuff. My top picks:

"A mighty trial" (st4)
"The darkness crawling" (st5)
"Get over the light" (st6). Fun short puzzle game
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Was expecting more for the price tag, had cheaper escape VR games that took at least 1/2 as longer to complete.. needs
keyboard support ...

but saying that great game .. been a skateboarder for 12 years and this is the closest to skate u can get on pc. A smaller
expansion that adds to the color of the world by adding new quests tied to the cultures of the variety of minor factions that roam
the map. While not necessary, it does make the world more interesting.. Picked this little gem up for xmas with the family.
Controls feel great! Highly recommended for loads of local multiplayer fun!. Better than clicker heroes 2, imto.. Pretty decent
little game overall.
It took a bit of getting used to at first, but I took a liking to it. It's a pretty competent dungeon crawler suited to maybe hour-long
or so play sessions while having enough going for it to make each run interesting.

This all said, the "i can haz" style dialogue seriously makes me want to strangle someone.. I think it's pretty good, It's a little bit
of S&S Crusader and a tiny bit of the regular S&S. There is definitly a lot of strategy involved in this game.. Basically what you
are getting are premade buildings. If you tried to make your own buildings out of the tilesets provided you would be severly
limited as there are very few intermedate blocks to allow for extension. The quality is good and they are nice looking tiles that i
feel mesh well with the standard tiles but wasn't what i expected.
If you are looking for tiles to make your own buildings this is NOT the dlc for you. If you just want the buildings premade and
ready to go, then go ahead and get this dlc. though i recommend getting it on sale. there isn't much to this dlc.
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